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DC

This is Ian Corlett on tape number 1. Ian Corlett, born 25th September 1926,
born in Patrick – where would that be in Patrick, Ian?

Mr C

That would be Ballaspet, on the farm.

DC

Ballaspet farm.

Mr C

Ballaspet farm on the Patrick Road, it’s – there’s another one nearby called
Glenaspet, next to it, so that’s where, I don’t remember it of course, because I’d
only be ...

DC

What are your first memories then?

Mr C

Well, my first memories is Gordon House farm, my father farmed there and I
was there, oh, up until I was about eight or nine, and then he moved from there
down into Glen Maye at Ballakerky, that’s just below the waterfall, going down
towards the beach.

DC

So you being brought up on a farm then, did you feel you were destined for
farm life or not?

Mr C

No, I didn’t like farming. My father wanted me to be a farmer, but I didn’t.

DC

Did you have to do any jobs on the farm?

Mr C

Oh, yes, had to jobs on the farm up – even when we were going to school we
had to get up and help milking and dock turnips and various things like that,
even when we were children. No, after I left school he bought me a bike and a
pair of – suit – long trousers, and he got me a job at Pete Kelly’s, at Shenvalley
down near Patrick and – on the farm, and I detested it. I think I stuck it six
weeks and I left there and I got a job with the Air Ministry when they were
building the station at Dalby, or Dawby as it’s known.

DC

Dawby. Well, what was it known as when you were a youngster?

Mr C

Well, it’s always been known as Dawby.

DC

What was it like then, let’s get the childhood days, the school days, because
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these would be the days when people were talking about the Dalby Spook, I
suppose.
Mr C

Yes.

DC

What do you remember of that?

Mr C

Well, I remember they were friends of my great-grandfather’s because they both
came from Scotland.

DC

This is the family?

Mr C

The family, yes, and many a time my uncle used to take me up to the Irvings
and have a meal there. Of course this was after the days of the Dalby Spook, it
had died down then. But in the village we always had to go, as children, I had
three sisters, younger than I were, and we always had to go to both the
Methodist chapel in the morning and the church, St. James’ church in the
afternoon. I think it was to keep the peace. But anyway Voirrey was always,
always came down, that’s the daughter of Irvings, came down to church and she
used to always call round on a Sunday afternoon for a cup of tea after church
and she got very friendly with my sister. There was another old guy called
Stevie Quirk, the Carradoo [sp ???]. Now that place has disappeared now, if
you come down from the Round Table and you look down in the valley there’s
now a plantation there, but down there, there was a farm and this old chap,
Stevie Quirk, and he’d two sisters, Bessie and Liza, and they always wore this
old Manx dress, long skirts down to their feet, and he used to go to church every
Sunday and he used to call in also for a cup of tea on a Sunday, and he used to
have a chat. And I can remember, I would be, oh, about twelve or so, just before
the war, and one Sunday he said, ‘Would you help me take some sheep down to
the Mart at Ballasalla?’ I said, ‘Oh yes.’ He said, ‘Well, I start early in the
morning.’ So I was down there about 6 o’clock and he had cheese and big slices
of bread. Anyway we set off and he had one dog and he’d about a dozen sheep.
And we went up over the hills, up to the Round Table and down the whisky run,
down into – through Silverdale into Ballasalla and just as you are coming into
Ballasalla from Silverdale there’s some boarding houses on the left and the
sheep got up in through the gate into the boarding houses, and there was maids
coming out screaming. But he treated me as if I was a dog. He was shouting,
‘Get outside boy, get outside boy,’ as if I was a dog. Anyway we went to the
3
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Ballasalla Mart, he got rid of his sheep, he came out and we went to – there was
a shop on the corner there, a baker’s shop, I think it’s still a shop there now, and
he bought scones, the old round scones about the size of a plate, and they’re
marked in quarters, in a bag, and we went round to the Silverdale café. Of
course it was summer time and it was full of visitors sitting in having tea and
there was one table. We sat down at this, the dog and all, and kicked the dog
under the table, ‘Get under boy,’ and then he ‘ran-tanned’ on the table with this
big crook he had and the maids came out and all the people staring at us, and he
said, ‘a pot of tay.’ Anyway, they came with the tea and he opened this out and
ate these – no butter or anything, just as they were. Anyway after that we went
back to Douglas on the bus, another bus to Peel and the next bus out to Dalby
and I said I’ll never do that again.
DC

No, so it was embarrassing for you.

Mr C

It was embarrassing, it was really.

DC

So now Dhoolish Cashen of course, was the Irvings’ home wasn’t it, and as you
say you got to know Voirrey, but when you were a youngster what was being
said about the Dalby Spook and how did it – any idea how it started, all that?

Mr C

No, well, my grandmother told me that he came down, Mr Irving came down to
my great-grandfather’s farm at Ballaquane, because they were friends, and said,
like my grandfather’s son was Uncle Willie, he did the farming, Willie – his
son, Walter. And he said, ‘Willie, have you got a rat trap? He said, ‘I’ve got a
ferret or something in the house behind the board.’ In the house, it was lined
with a boarding, like a panelling. So he give him a rat trap. Anyway I think it
was about a week or something after they said he came down, he said, ‘Did you
catch that polecat, or whatever you had?’ He said, ‘No, the blinking thing’s
started to talk!’ So that was the first that I heard of it. But anyway I can
remember as a boy all these cars lined along the road, and I think the young
chaps, you know, young farmers, I don’t know whether they were playing jokes
on them, stuffing potatoes up their exhaust pipes and things like that, yes. But I
think the locals thought it was a bit of a – it was a hoax or something. None of
them that I knew ever heard him and I’d been up there for tea many times and
I’d never heard him.

DC

No, but they did say that Voirrey was something of a ventriloquist.
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Mr C

Yes, that’s right, they did say that. She was remarkable in some ways that she
could remember, you asked her somebody’s registration of a car, she could
remember it.

DC

Yes. Of course there weren’t many cars about then.

Mr C

There wasn’t many cars, no, few and far between in those days.

DC

And schooldays, then, where would you go to school?

Mr C

Patrick to start with and then to Peel and we got a bus. When I was at Gordon
we used to have to walk down to Patrick and then there was a school bus into
Peel. But if you – you couldn’t possibly have gone to the High School because
you couldn’t get there, I mean, they used to have, those days, there was – you
had to have a – I think it was, it wasn’t called 11-plus, matriculation I think it
was called.

DC

That’s right.

Mr C

That’s right. And if you were out that end of Dalby you’d have difficulty getting
to the High School. I think at Gordon I remember there was two ... there was
Juan Christian, he got ... and I think he had to cycle to St. John’s or somewhere
every day to catch a bus.

DC

He’d get on the train probably there.

Mr C

He’d get on the train there, yes, the train to Peel. There was another, a girl,
Kelly, at Shenvalley.

DC

So here you are then, born 1926, so your early memories are in between the
First and Second World Wars, or coming up to the Second World War, what
happened after you left school then, you went obviously to work, as you were
saying.

Mr C

Well, I went to work down at the Radar Station at Dalby and I was there,
probably a year, a year and a half, before I went in the Forces. And while I was
there, one day somebody said, ‘Oh, there’s an aircraft down in the sea.’ There
was a chap there called Wilfie Quane, he was – he survived the Dunkirk –
5
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Mona’s Queen, he was on The Mona’s Queen, and he worked there and he had
a motor bike and sidecar, an Air Ministry one, and he said, ‘Come on Ian,
there’s a plane down up at Eairy Cushlin,’ so we got in and went up, and at that
time there were – Colby Cubbin – were re-doing Eairy Cushlin house and
McKibbin’s, the builders, were there. And we went down and he said, ‘Oh, yes,
the lads are down the edge of the cliff.’ So we went down and what had
happened, presumably, I think it was a Wellington, it had hit the top of Cronk ny
Irrey Laa and gone down over and into the sea. And we could see the oil patch
and the chaps in the water and a trawler was going past and these planes were
flying round dropping flares and they took no notice. Anyway the RAF launch
came out from Peel and picked them up, but I think they were all dead when
they got them. Some weeks later there was one of them washed up on the beach
at ... Sergeant Gates – I think a chap called Richard Faragher found him, out
walking along one day, Sergeant Gates, I think he was the air gunner. But there
was another occasion, I used to go quite a lot out shooting, and this day I was
out, and you could always tell if there was an aircraft down, the planes would be
flying low around the coast, and this particular day I saw the planes and I
looked round and I could see something on Cronk ny Irree Laa. So I put the gun
in the gorse bush, got on the bike and away up to this place and it was just up
above Eairy – Colby Cubbin’s house – Eairy Cushlin. And on the way up there
was two policemen – they used to do a lot of ferreting – I passed them, went on
up, jumped over the hedge and straight on this plane was there, upside down, an
Anson, straight on there was a chap there lying and he’d congealed blood from
his ears, and I could see in the plane they were all dead. So I ran down, shouted
to these two policemen and they came back up with me. I then went, left them
and went to that radar station that’s at the top of Sloc, two airmen came back
with me and they found the Aldis lamp out of the plane and started signalling to
the planes that were flying round and eventually they said, ‘Oh, well, they’ll
send an ambulance from Jurby,’ he said, ‘but normally the RAF, they’ll send a
driver and a doctor, so we’ll have to get these bodies out.’ So they found the
axe, and I – it was the first time I’d seen anybody dead – and we got four bodies
out and eventually they arrived. and then two or three of the locals, Leslie
Corrin was one from the Lhag farm, my auntie came up, the message seemed to
get down to them, and got the bodies out and it started to snow. Anyway we got
them down into the ambulance, carried them down, and they were wet, the
doctor and this other RAF – my auntie said to them, ‘Oh, stop in the house and
we’ll give you a cup of tea and some change of socks,’ which they did. Some of
the neighbours complained afterwards because the ambulance was outside with
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these dead bodies in.
DC

Really? Yea. What then happened to those bodies, you wouldn’t know, I
suppose.

Mr C

I don’t know. I often wondered if they were buried here at Jurby, presumably at
Jurby. I thought sometime I’d go to Jurby and see if I could find any trace of
them.

DC

But that would be a bit of a shock to your system at the time, wouldn’t it,
really?

Mr C

It was, yes, well, I was in the ATC [Air Transport Command] at the time too,
and I had just been away for an Air Crew Selection Board at – you used to go to
Liverpool for Air Crew selection.

DC

What could you do in the ATC here though?

Mr C

Oh, we used to fly every Sunday at Jurby.

DC

Oh, did you?

Mr C

Yes, the first plane I ever went up in was a Lysander, with a Polish pilot. We
used to fly every weekend down there and we all went in – they all went away
on service in the RAF.

DC

There’s the work you were doing at the Radar station, what were you actually
doing?

Mr C

I was helping two chaps ... [break in the recording] ... Dean, I think you may
know him, he’s just died recently. And they were the electricians there, I was
helping them installing – they were doing all the electric work in the station
itself.

DC

Well, when was that radar station set up then?

Mr C

It was set up – I think it was 1940.
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DC

So after the war had started it had to happen.

Mr C

Oh, it had to happen, yes. And they built the camouflages up first, the netting up
and then they built these concrete blocks under when they put the radar in.

DC

And how many men would be involved in the work there then?

Mr C

Oh, there was quite a lot. And the farmers used to use their horses – I can’t
remember how much it was – I think it was £5 a day, for a horse and cart down
and they’d no bulldozers or anything like that. But you know by Ballacallin
House there’s a little house there, isn’t there, on an angle, behind there that’s
where they got the soil to fill in over the bunkers.

DC

Oh, was it?

Mr C

Yes, and that was the ... that little hut was the medical centre for the station.

DC

Was Dalby a good place to be brought up as a youngster then?

Mr C

Oh, yes, yes.

DC

How would you fill your time in as a youngster down there?

Mr C

Well, in the summer there was – we were always down, we’d be swimming
down in the – at the beach, fishing, crabbing. I don’t know, there was oh, and on
the farms, of course there was a farm on the corner, Ballacallin, Christians had
it and they had three boys and a girl, there was Charlie, Fred – I can’t think, I
just can’t think of the other chap’s name now, anyway, and a daughter called
Kathleen. And Kathleen still lives, she’s about the only person that’s still left
out at Dalby. She became Mrs Green, she’s still out there.

DC

I mean what’s happened then, I mean people have drifted away or they’ve died
off.

Mr C

They’ve died off, there was farms, we used to spend, in the harvest time we
were always out helping on the farms, cutting corn and stooking.

DC

Even though you didn’t like it?
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Mr C

I didn’t like it. I didn’t mind that in the summer, on the farm, you’d usually get
– got a little bit of pocket money for it. But there was, what d’you call it,
George Molyneux, that’s, would be the grandfather of the Molyneuxs, sidecar
Molyneuxs. They lived out there, we used to get our milk from them. Killeys,
Ballelby – there was a big family of Killeys there, and then further on
Ballaquane, my uncle, later on it was Willie Gill farmed that and my father
went to work for him eventually.

DC

So it was a Manx stronghold, was it?

Mr C

It was a Manx stronghold, and the mill day, of course, was the big day, yes,
when they came round threshing.

DC

So did you have a go at that on a mill day, did you?

Mr C

Oh, yes.

DC

What job did they give you then?

Mr C

Well, I never did anything on the mill because I went, when I was 17¼, I went
away in the Forces. But when I came back again, it’d be about ’47 or
something, and in the meantime farmers had got tractors and they’d ...

DC

Modernised, had they?

Mr C

... modernised things a bit, but I didn’t know what to do and I got friendly with
Leslie Corrin down the Lhag, and I was very friendly with Leslie, and I used to
go down there and help him on the farm and the mill days they’d say, ‘Oh,
you’re going so-and-so’s for the mill,’ and of course the young fellers always
got put on the boards with the knife, cutting – when they were passing the
sheaves up, cutting with knives – and of course the old farmers would be on the
thing and they’d be trying to give you too much to do and all these sheaves
would be piling up, that was one of the things. But the mill day was a great day.
And then they used to all, I always remember these – Christian, Wesley his
name was, this farm on the corner, and they were going and they used to have a
basin outside with cold – I don’t know was it hot or cold water in, for them to
wash their hands before they went in. There was a big long table and I always
remember this day these old farmers around all talking away and they’d had
9
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their main meal and she came out with a rice pudding in a big basin and she put
in front of one feller and he said, ‘God, missus, half of that’ll do me!’ They
were good days though. When we were kids there these Christians, they had a
big boiler and they used to boil potatoes for the pigs, it would hold ...
DC

Yes, farmers used to do that, didn’t they?

Mr C

Yes, they did.

DC

And skins as well.

Mr C

Yes, skins, the lot, and they used to wash them in a big tub first, then put them
in, but they were lovely these potatoes coming out and we used to peel them
and eat them. Then on a wet day the boys, the Christian boys, had a barn. As
you go down the Niarbyl road there’s two cottages, two – well they’re houses
actually – now the last one now is a house and that was a barn underneath a
stable. On a wet day the boys used to be down there and they’d be weight lifting
and things like that. And they also had, the boys’ club room out, you know, at
the church there. It used to be the school, Dalby School. I don’t, I never
remember people going to the school, a bit before my time, but it was a club
room.

DC

Was the Niarbyl a playground as well for you?

Mr C

Oh, yes, yes, down there. And Qualtrough, he had a – it was a beautiful place at
that time, because you had putting greens, and he used to make his own ice
cream and he had an old motor bike and sidecar that he used to go into Douglas
to get big blocks of ice, blocks of ice, and they were in sacking. And I’ll tell you
where it was, I went in with him on odd occasions, it was where the Athol
Garage was, you know, in Hill Street. There, that’s where – as far as I remember
that’s where he used to go. An old BSA it was and a wooden box on the side and
he used to go in and he used to make his own ice cream, beautiful. And another
thing I remember and I never see them these days, he always had a lovely show
of sweets in tins, and Toblerone and that, and I just thought the other day, God,
those were made of wood. What brought it up was somebody was talking on
Manx Radio about going to Japan and all this, the food and that was artificial.
And I thought, now I remember down at Niarbyl at the Qualtroughs there it was
like that. And then down in – the other café below was May Clague, she ran the
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little café down below.
DC

This would be crammed with people in the summer I suppose?

Mr C

Oh, yes, well the Ballacallin – there was Ballacallin – some of the houses took
people in and of course The Waterfall was a busy place, at Glen Maye. Karran
– there was another place, Karran’s café, half way up the hill. We used to go
there when we were in the ATC [Air Transport Command], we always called in
there on the way back for coffee at night, because the RAF had a camp at Glen
Maye and they used to go there for supper, so that was a busy place too. That
was during the war, of course, in the early part of the war. Of course when the
radar – when they put these small radar stations up, there was only a few RAF
left and it seemed to go down after that.

DC

Did they have any special attractions down at the Niarbyl, I mean apart from the
fact that there was that little bit of beach and a couple of cafés, there was
nothing else really, was there?

Mr C

No, not really, no. I think that’s about all – I think people liked walking and
that, the people that were coming and staying on holiday. But I think it was the
view mostly, it is a marvellous view there, isn’t it, the hills?

DC

A lot of people who came there had probably not seen the sea properly ever
anyway.

Mr C

No, no, that’s what it would have been and they probably ...

DC

Would they be swimming down there, bathing?

Mr C

Yes, bathing and it was blinking cold. And we’d a tin bath, we used to go out,
Calum Hudson and John and I, the three of us, used to go out in this tin bath.

DC

You’d not go far in that?

Mr C

I often think now, God, yes.

DC

Did you go right out into deep water?
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Mr C

Yes, we used to go right out, yes, quite a long way. And I don’t think we could
swim at the time.

DC

Didn’t you find a mine washed up somewhere, you said?

Mr C

Oh, yes, that was, we used to go for a walk on a Sunday afternoon down the
White Beach, that’s further over the coast, and there was a mine – mind you we
heard somebody saying there was a mine washed up – we went down to find it.

DC

What age would you be then – teenagers?

Mr C

Oh, teenage, in the early teens, before I went, was posted – I’d be 14 or
something like that. And Watterson, he was the manager of the Isle of Man
Bank, Donald Watterson’s now in Creg Lea, his – they had this, it was a
summer house I think, and just in front of that was this mine, and we were
round looking at it, and punching it and things and we went back home, sat
down for tea and there was this huge explosion and the key came out of the
front door, I’ll always remember, and all the plates shook on the shelves, and it
was this mine, the tide had come in again and had rolled it over onto one of the
horns and up it had gone.

DC

Really? So had you been down looking at it close by then?

Mr C

Oh, yes, we’d been up to it, yes.

DC

So you could have been ...

Mr C

There was no guard on it.

DC

... you could have been in trouble then.

Mr C

Yes, we could have been. Another episode was my auntie and this Mrs Moore,
who had the shop, went down fishing one night at Dalby Point, and of course
they noticed a body floating in the sea, so they ran up to the RAF guardhouse up
the Niarbyl Road and told them there and a Sergeant Penny and a Corporal Tom
Corlett, he didn’t come from the Isle of Man, he came from Liverpool actually.
They went down and they got the body out and it turned out to be a German.
He’d been in the water some time. Because they used to fly over when they
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were bombing Belfast, you used to hear them every night coming over and you
could actually see the searchlights at Belfast in the sky, and they also had huge
convoys you used to see going past with barrage balloons up above them. But
anyway this body was taken into Peel and I believe they put him in the mortuary
and he was in for weeks and people round complained about the smell because
they were arguing who was going to bury him. But the funny part was that this
Sergeant Penny became my uncle.
DC

Oh, did he?

Mr C

Yes. And the Tom Corlett was his best man.

DC

Oh, right, that’s strange, isn’t it?

Mr C

And this Mr Penny finished up coming to live in the Isle of Man and he worked
for Shell Aviation at Ronaldsway.

DC

Were there any bombs anywhere near by then?

Mr C

Oh, yes the one – the first one to have dropped on, up above Eairy Cushlin
there, one night, we were in bed and there were these ‘thump, thump, thump,’
and it just sort of shook the place and those were the first bombs that were
dropped. But we used to hear the planes every night – you could set your watch
by them coming over to bomb Belfast. They had this certain drone, the German
planes. But it was a busy place as far as aircraft were concerned. They were
flying low all the time because there was Jurby, had a gunnery school, a
navigation school. And then Andreas had a fighter squadron there – I think they
used to fly out to the convoys when they were coming past.

DC

Was there a blacksmith down in Dalby?

Mr C

Oh, no, Glen Maye, Bridson, Joe Bridson – oh, the one before him was called
Corkill, but the one I remember was Joe Bridson and he lived in Glen Maye.
Now his son runs the farm at, I think its Ballahutchin, I think he’s still there.

DC

There wouldn’t – apart from farmers then, and the, you know trading for the
tourists, there wouldn’t be much else happening round that area anyway, it was
just, was it just really agricultural, was it?
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Mr C

It was just agricultural, yes, and of course the fishing from Peel. The fleet used
to go out at night and it’d be like a town lit out, you know, out, just outside the
coast there.

DC

Oh, of course, yes. And deliveries then would come from, mainly from Peel,
your food and stuff like that.

Mr C

Yes, the food, Clague the baker’s, a bloke called Arthur Thompson used to
come out, Paul Thompson has got the place in Port Erin, his father, and Clagues
and an old Trojan van he had. And I don’t know how many times a week – and
another chap, he used to come out for groceries too, Clucas Crellin, Clucas only
died a short time ago, he had – his parents had a grocery shop in Peel and
eventually he joined – he went into the Navy and after the war he became a
schoolteacher.

DC

Of course you’d be, to some extent, self-sufficient on these farms anyway,
wouldn’t you?

Mr C

Oh, yes, yes, you were. We never went short during the war with food and then
we had the garden, a large garden too. But we’d no – at the beginning, in the
‘30s, before the war, we’d no electricity, it was all oil lamps and you used to go
to bed with a candle, outside loos ...

DC

How did you get your water, was there a water supply?

Mr C

Now, funny enough, I wonder where the water came from, but we did have a
tap, some of them had them outside, but we had, in our cottage we had one
inside, only cold water. And the loo was at the top of the garden which was a
long haul in the middle of the night.

DC

Yes, yes, especially in the winter.

Mr C

Especially in the winter, yes, yes. You always had an emergency under the bed,
I think.

DC

That’s right, yes. Was there a doctor in the area, or not?

Mr C

No, Doctor Poyser, there was a Dr Poyser in Peel; a funny tale about Dr Poyser.
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This Leslie Corrin I was friendly with, when I came out of the Forces I went
down to see Leslie and he said, ‘Look what I’ve got here,’ and he had a red box
and inside – it had danger on the top of it – and inside there was some metal
containers about the size of 303 bullets. And I said, ‘God,’ you know, ‘get rid of
those, they’re dangerous, they’re detonators!’ He said, ‘Oh, no, they’re no
good,’ he said, ‘I’ve tried one!’ And he said, ‘Look, I cut it in half.’ And before
I could say ‘Jack Robinson,’ he’d put it on a piece of wood in the garage and
put a match to it and it blew up and it blew a hole in his leg, it blew me on my
back, and it rattled all the windows in the house. I think it broke one actually.
But anyway, but it put him in bed for, oh, three weeks to a month. Anyway I
had to go and get the doctor, but they didn’t put people in hospital so easy those
days. He was stitched up and put in bed. So it was a time when I had to do all
this work – did all this tractor – ploughing for him, and he had to – he’d just got
his spade lug tractor, you know with spade lugs on, a Fordson, and I’d never
done any before, anyway, I had to do it.
DC

So he was tampering with something he didn’t know anything about.

Mr C

Anything about, yes. Anyway Dr Poyser, that came out, he said, ‘What were
they?’ And I said, ‘Oh, they were these.’ And anyway he put them under his
seat in the car, he’d an old Ford Popular, and he went up the road a few yards
and he stopped and he got out and he said, ‘On second thoughts, I think I’ll put
them in the boot!’

DC

Did they have a Home Guard in Dalby?

Mr C

Oh, yes, all the locals were all in the Home Guard. They were either Home
Guard, special constables, or coastguard, that was another one, coastguards,
some of them were coastguards, but mostly Home Guard and special constables.
I know my father was a special constable. But early on in the war there was –
the first plane crash round there was an Anson on Dalby mountain, and I think
there was about five of them in it and they weren’t badly hurt but one, I think he
broke his leg. And they carried him down the main road down to Ballacoole
farm, Teares, and opened, knocked at the door and old Mrs Teare came out and
saw them covered in blood and she thought they were Germans and slammed
the door. So they went down to Ballacallin House, and the Hudsons had it and
Mr Hudson said, ‘Well, I haven’t got a phone, I haven’t got a car,’ he said, ‘Mr
Qualtrough down at the café’s got one, I’ll go down and see him.’ So he came
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back up and took them into Peel in the car. Now the local coroner was a chap
called Cain, and he happened to be on duty in Peel and I think it was Market
Street you had to go down to the police station, down there somewhere it was,
and anyway they were going down the street, the one-way street, the wrong
way. Big Bill stepped out, put his hand up and stopped them and said, ‘You
can’t go down here, it’s one-way.’ And he said, ‘Oh, well, there’s been an air
crash and I’ve got these people in the back and I’m taking them to the police
station.’ And he made them go round, turn round, he said, ‘You can’t go down,
go round and come back the right way.’
DC

Right, that’s good.
END OF INTERVIEW
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